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Comperes discuss plans to save the Espy Hotel from development; the campaign to save the
Collingwood St Hilliers convent site; history of the attempts to develop the convent site after it had
been given to La Trobe University; the ethics of La Trobe on-selling land that had been donated for
education uses.
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The Front Page: discusses newspaper headlines; front page of The Age 'Grand Prix Barriers Were
Inadequate', also The Australian, on the death of the GP marshall being avoidable; The Age on being
able to directly elect Lord Mayor (in July); Aust Institute of Health & Welfare Studies at Sydney
University discovering the health of those in the bush is not as good as those in the city, and 2year
study comparing the lives of GPs in the city/country; local response to British study conclusively
linking exposure to radiation from overhead power cables and childhood leukaemia; prediction in The
Australian Labor will win the Ryan by-election; Mir crashing to earth this weekend; indigenous Pintubi
tribe being relocated after flooding, not wanting to be taken to a community with alcohol or drug
problems; Beattie Govt in Qld proposing criminal penalties for inciting racial or religious hatred; new
Victorian chief magistrate; Taliban; the Herald Sun on the 20yo barmaid who died after a five day
binge of alcohol and drugs with former AFL start Gary Ablett; Ford announcing voluntary
redundancies of 300 workers; Melbourne University appointing first female chancellor; St Kilda
community group, the Esplanade Alliance, negotiating to buy the front third of the Esplanade Hotel
site, Decton to build behind it
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